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SAMPLE INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

Get Well Soon
Natural and Supernatural Remedies for Vibrant Health
by Laura Harris Smith
1. Get Well Soon is your third health-themed book in the body, mind and spirit
category. Talk to us about the personal health crisis that got you interested in
exploring natural and supernatural remedies for vibrant health.
2. I n the three-plus years since the release of your book The 30-Day Faith Detox,
you’ve aggressively pursued additional education and added a bit of alphabet
soup after your last name. How did that education shape your vison for Get
Well Soon?
3. Why does the journey to toward vibrant health need to begin with a conscious
decision about how well we actually want to be?
4. You make a distinction between natural and supernatural healing. Why do we
need to pursue both/and rather than either/or?
5. Why do you ask readers to take an inventory of their health?
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6. What are some of the lies and deceptions that get in the way of people making
progress toward vibrant health?
7. What is your vision for this book and all of the people who will read it?
8. You cover a wide range of body systems and illnesses throughout the book.
Walk us through a few of your favorite chapters and how a reader can
practically put to use what you share.
9. You are two seasons into your TV show theTHREE. Tell us some of the ways
God is using your show to bring your body, mind and spirit message across
the globe.
10. You have an intriguing supernatural story about your trademarked Quiet
Brain product line. Tell us how that all got started and some of the amazing
successes people have had with those products.
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11. Where can people go online to connect with you and find out more?

Available at your local bookstore, chosenbooks.com or by calling 1-800-877-2665.

